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Call For Presentations
“WinnComm is the venue for facilitating discussion among
stakeholders to establish or expand ecosystems in the wireless
communications market, define and promote interoperability
standards supporting those ecosystems, and educate regulators on
associated issues.”
-- Dr. Andrew Clegg, Google

Attracting attendees from all aspects of the advanced wireless radio value
chain, WInnComm is the ideal place to network and make an impact.
Submit your abstract now and be a part of the only event devoted to the
advancement of radio technologies from research through deployment.
This is the premier venue to network with and learn from the leading
innovators in the advanced wireless market to gain a functional knowledge
of relevant emerging opportunities and technologies.
WInnComm will include one technical track based on the Wireless Innovation
Forum’s Top Ten Wireless Innovations and related software defined radio,
cognitive radio and spectrum sharing technologies in addition to a number
of special sessions to be announced soon.
Presentations will be 25 minutes in duration, including questions.
Presentation only is an option for those not wishing to do a full paper.
Conference proceedings containing all presentation materials and any
associated papers will be made available to attendees and published online
for future reference. In addition to the main program, poster sessions will
be added facilitate better networking between paper presenters and Forum
members on all SDR, CR and DSA topic areas.

Important Dates:
Abstracts Due:
10 July 2017
Abstracts Accepted Notification:
31 July 2017
Tutorial/Demo Abstracts Due:
14 August 2017
Initial Program Announced
15 August 2017
Final Presentations Due:
30 October 2017
Proceedings available for
registrants
7 November 2017

About the Conference:

I

n its 15th year, the Wireless Innovation Forum
Conference on Communications Technologies
and Software Defined Radio (WInnComm)
attracts attendees that include investors, commercial
network operators, radio manufacturers, system
integrators, government procurement officials,
regulators, engineering service providers and
consultants from across the globe.

Past Attendees
•

Equipment Manufacturers, Network Providers
and Other Acquisition Authorities

•

Investors, Regulators and Analysts

•

Researchers and Technology Developers

Thank you to our Sponsors:

Conference.WirelessInnovation.org

Submission
Guidelines

Innovation Showcase =
Target Opportunity

Are you in advanced wireless technologies, as a researcher,
product developer or marketer?
Join our Innovation Showcase to
reach your target market even
more efficiently.
Rather rather than hosting
a traditional exhibit hall,
WInnComm invites you to
showcase your technology and product through
a series of advertised
demonstrations, similar to
other oral presentations.
This will give you additional visibility allowing you to more personalinteract with and reach your customer.

Presentations proposals for each track must
include an abstract, author information,
the topic area, and sufficient information
to validate the quality and technical depth
of the proposal. Submissions are made via
EDAS: https://www.edas.info/N23633

Topic categories include:
WInnForum Top Ten Most Wanted Wireless
Innovations
RF Technologies: Circuits and Devices
Baseband Signal Processing Technology
and Devices
Frameworks, Middleware and APIs
ly

Each demonstration will be assigned and 8 by 8 “Booth” in the Demonstrations Hall.
As advertised on the conference program, conference attendees will be invited, during
lunch and breaks, to the Hall to see the demonstrations and discuss with you the product or technology you are showing. You are welcome to host your booth on both days
should you wish (NOTE: you must submit a separate demo proposal in EDAS for each
day’s demo). Additional demo benefits include:

Software Architecture and Design
Firmware and other Intellectual Property
Advanced Signal Processing
Waveforms
Communications System Design
System Design Tools
Wireless Network Design and Protocols

•

Demos are managed via EDAS, similar to conference paper and presentation
submissions allowing us to have more complete information on your technology or
product in order to promote you better (see next bullet for more ...)

Processing platforms and programming
models

•

Demos promoted as part of the conference program rather than a separate event,
creating more cohesion between presentations and demos and more attention for
your product or technology

Policy Languages

•
•

Register as a regular conference participant: there are no separate exhibition or
demonstration fees
The earlier you reserve your spot, the earlier we can start promoting your demo!

Register your demonstration abstract proposal today
via the WInnComm EDAS page: https://www.edas.info/N23633
Brought to you by Demonstrations sponsor:

Cognitive Engines
Spectrum Sensing and Awareness
Spectrum Etiquettes and Coexistence
Radio Resource Management
Spectrum Management
Test and Certification
Programs Addressing These Innovation
Requirements
Emerging Innovation Requirements
Internet of Things

